
Encompass 
2045 Goals

Crit. 
Num.

Evaluation Criterion Source Measures Widening
New 

Construction
ITS/ 

Inters.
Bridges Bike/ Ped Transit Safety

C1
Does this project serve 

regional activity and 
employment centers?

STBG-UZA 
Criteria

Projects wholly or partially inside activity zones receive full points.  
Projects wholly or partially within 1/4 mile of  an activity zone receive 50% 
of points.  Projects not in an activity zone receive 0 points. (If project is 
located within both zones,  select the zone with the most points).

10 20 5 5 20 15 5

C2
Does this project support 

regional freight 
movement?

Encompass 
2040

Projects that support freight movement receive full points.  Projects that 
do not support freight movement score 0 points. 5 5 5 5 0 0 5

C3 Does this project support 
a local plan/study?

Encompass 
2040

Projects that are supported by or included in a local plan  receive full 
points.  Projects that are supported by or included in a local study 
receive 50% of points.  Projects that are not supported by or included in 
a local plan or study receive 0 points. 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5
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C4
Does this project address 
safety issues in a regional 

high crash location?

STBG-UZA 
Criteria

Projects wholly or partially within a severe regional high crash zone or 
corridor receive full points if the project implements  at least one safety 
countermeasure.  Projects wholly or partially within a moderate regional 
high crash zone or corridor receive 60% of points if the project implements 
at least one safety countermeasure.  Projects wholly or partially  within an 
elevated regional high crash zone or corridor receive 30% of points if the 
project implements at least one safety countermeasure.  Projects outside of 
elevated crash zones receive 0 points. (If project is in more than one 
corridor select the corridor with the most points).  Bike/Ped projects in both 
a Bike/Ped crash zone and a regional crash zone will receive 100% of points. 
Projects in a Bike/Ped crash zone but not in a regional crash zone will 
receive 60% of the points.  Bike/Ped projects not in a Bike/Ped crash zone 
but in a regional crash zone will receive 40% of the points. 

10 5 25 10 5 10 50

C5

Does this project increase 
access in an area of 

Environmental Justice 
Concern AND include at 

least one of the listed 
strategies?

STBG-UZA 
Criteria

Projects wholly or partially within an area of significant E.J. Concern 
receive full points if the project implements at least one of the eligible 
E.J. project improvements.  Projects wholly or partially within an area of 
moderate E.J. Concern receive 50% of points (If project is in more than one 
E.J., area select the area with the most points).  Projects outside of an area 
of E.J. Concern receive 0 points.

5 10 5 5 15 20 5

C6

Does this project improve 
accessibility for citizens 

with disabilities or 
mobility impairments by 
going above and beyond 

ADA requirements?

Encompass 
2040

Projects that improve accessibility beyond ADA requirements and 
clearly state how receive full points.  Projects that do not improve 
accessibility beyond what is required for ADA compliance receive 0 
points. 

5 5 5 5 5 5 15

C7 Does this project support 
existing density?

Encompass 
2040

Projects that are wholly or partially within a 1/4 mile of a census block 
group with a density above 7,500 per mi2 receive full points.  Projects 
that are wholly or partially within 1/4 mile of a census block group with a 
density above the UZA's average receive 50% of points.  Projects wholly 
or partially within the smoothed UZA boundary receive 12.5% of points.  
Projects not wholly or partially within the smoothed UZA boundary 
receive 0 points. 

10 10 5 5 10 10 5

C8

Does this project avoid 
adverse impact to 

culturally or 
environmentally sensitive 

lands?

Encompass 
2040

Projects that are not located in an area of culturally or environmentally 
sensitive areas receive full points.  Projects that are wholly or partially 
located in an area that may adversely impact culturally or 
environmentally sensitive lands but have been scoped to mitigate any 
negative impacts receive 50% of points.  Projects that are wholly or 
partially located in an area that may adversely impact culturally or 
environmentally sensitive lands receive 0 points. 

10 10 5 10 5 5 5

C9
Does this project support 
efforts to improve air and 

water quality?

STBG-UZA 
Criteria

Projects that include four or more of the adopted Encompass 2045 
strategies and/or adopted CMAQ eligible strategies receive full points.  
Projects that include 3 strategies receive 60% of points.  Projects that 
include 2 strategies receive 40% of  points.  Projects that include 1 strategy 
receive 10% of points.  Projects that do not include air and water quality 
strategies  receive 0 points.  (To receive points, this portion of the project 
must account for at least 1% of the total project cost).

10 15 10 5 10 10 0

C10
Does this project integrate 

multiple transportation 
modes?

STBG-UZA 
Criteria

Project accommodating or enhancing 4 modes of transportation receive 
full points.  Projects accommodating or enhancing 3 modes of 
transportation receive 60% of points.  Projects accommodating or 
enhancing 2 modes receive 20% of points.  Projects accommodating a single 
mode receive 0 points.  (Projects must demonstrate context 
appropriateness, i.e., connections to existing or future facilities, 
appropriateness to street and surrounding land uses, and be included in a 
local planning document or provide a resolution from a council showing 
support for the project).  Transit

‐

related projects receive full points. 

15 15 5 10 30 15 0

C11

Does this project enhance 
public transportation 
modes by improving 

passenger terminals and 
intermodal hubs or 

connections to these 
facilities?

Encompass 
2040

Projects that include elements that improve public transit hubs or 
connections receive full points.  Projects that do not improve public 
transit hubs or connections receive 0 points. 

0 0 0 0 0 10 0

C12
Does this project remove 

barriers to pedestrians 
and bicyclists?

Encompass 
2040

Projects that enhance walkability and bikeability of a significant natural 
or man-made barrier that requires an at-grade or not-at-grade crossing 
receive full points.  Projects that do not address a significant barrier to 
pedestrians and bicyclists receive 0 points. 

10 0 5 10 10 0 10

C13
Does this project provide 

benefits for multiple 
communities?

STBG-UZA 
Criteria

Projects benefiting multiple communities or connecting to ODOT or 
other major projects receive 5 points. Projects benefitting a single 
community receive 0 points. (Must explain where and how it benefits 
multiple communities).

5 5 5 5 5 5 0

C14

Does this project use 
Intelligent Transportation 

Systems (ITS) 
technology?

Encompass 
2040

Projects that include an ITS component receive full points.  Projects that 
do not include an ITS component receive 0 points. 0 0 10 0 0 0 5

C15

Does this project reduce 
total travel time delay or 

improve reliability of travel 
times?

STBG-UZA 
Criteria

Projects that reduce total travel delay and improve reliability through 
the use of 4 or more adopted regional strategies receive full points.  
Projects using 3 strategies receive 75 percent of points.  Projects using 2 
strategies receive 50 percent of points.  Projects using a single strategy 
receive 25 percent of points.  Projects not improving travel delay or 
reliability of travel time receive 0 points.  (Strategies listed in the 2040 plan 
for reducing travel delay or ITS projects are eligible).

20 20 25 0 5 10 10

C16
Is this project address 

areas that are currently 
congested?

STBG-UZA 
Criteria

Projects located on a congested or unreliable corridor (may be partially 
on but not crossing) and using strategies identified in the CMP Toolbox 
other than roadway widening get full points.  Projects not located on a 
congested or unreliable corridor receive 0 points. 

5 0 5 5 0 5 5
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C17

Does this project address 
a structurally deficient or 

functionally obsolete 
bridge?

Encompass 
2040

Projects that improve a structurally deficient or functionally obsolete 
bridge score full points.  Projects that do not improve a structurally 
deficient or functionally obsolete bridge score 0 points. 

0 0 0 40 0 0 0

125 125 125 125 125 125 125
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Criteria in red were previously used for the Encompass 2040 Call for projects
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Encompass 2045 Project Scoring Criteria (Draft)
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	Criteria lists and values

